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Purpose
This unique design affords the wearer enhanced in water performance with 
higher mouth freeboard and improved floatation angles. The interlocking 
lobe design self rights the wearer in under 5 seconds and provides an 
effective wave barrier preventing water from being channelled into the 
airways, while the tailored neck design gives vital support to the head and 
neck, even to an unconscious subject.

It features a highly durable orange PVC cover with Velcro closure making 
it easy to re-pack once activated. The Halkey Roberts automatic operating 
head is easily accessible and can be checked when required. The simple 
plastic closure buckle makes it quick and easy to don.

Features
- Interlocking lobe design
- High visibility fabric
- Twin chamber security
- Lightweight and comfortable to wear
- Fully approved to the latest amendments in SOLAS Chapter III 2010
- The unique bladder shape features Flexiwing technology 

Specifications
- Twin independent chambers
- Automatic inflation system
- Retro-reflective tape
- Whistle
- Grab loop
- Locational light
- Buddy line
- Produced using components that conform to ISO 12402

Applications
- Industrial Oil
- Fishing
- Ship builders

- Workboat operators
- Harbour and marine construction companies
- Bridge construction and maintenance companies
- Port management companies
- Water utility companies
- Dredging companies

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dräger 150N SOLAS Flexiwing Life Jacket

The Dräger 150 Life jacket has been designed as a dual purpose 
Emergency Abandonment or Constant Wear lifejacket. The low profile 
design allows the wearer unrestricted movement and full forward and 
downward vision.

Model 150N Flexiwing

Material PVC

Color Blue cover, yellow vest

Approvals SOLAS Chapter III 2010

Dräger 150N SOLAS Flexiwing Life Jacket 
Twin chamber security


